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Market Raiders
What’s so great about Graham Street market? Winnie Yeung goes shopping 

for inspiration with three local chefs. Pictures by Debby Hung.

 F rank Sun is holding two red pomegranates. The architect-cum-
restaurateur bought them for $7 each from two different fruit 
stalls at the Graham Street market in Central. He’s planning 

to hold a mini taste test later, and then he’ll pop back to buy two 
boxes of the winning fruit for one of his restaurants, Bricolage 62. 

It’s a little scene that he has been playing out daily for 
five years. He visits the oldest street market in Hong Kong to 
get inspiration and buy ingredients for that night’s menu. “I 
don’t know what it is, but the food in this market looks fresher, 
with better color,” he says. “It just looks more lively and 
appetizing.” And Sun’s not the only one who thinks so. Many 
of the chefs from SoHo and Lan Kwai Fong prefer to source 
their produce at their local market rather than food suppliers. 

But maybe not for much longer. Under the Urban Renewal 
Authority’s redevelopment plan for Graham and Peel streets, the 
market seems to be doomed (see box, p.22). “This is not Star 
Ferry or Queen’s Pier,” Sun rages. “This market represents actual 
human lives. It is not just supporting the restaurants, but also 
the people living there – housewives, people coming by in their 
Mercedes. The market is as much of an icon as Suzie Wong.” 

So one afternoon, Sun, his pomegranates, and his Tribute 
and Bricolage 62 chef, Joe Lau, take us for a tour to show 
us why. Actually, Sun confesses, they’ve already done their 
shopping: if you don’t get there quickly, he says, the other 

chefs will have snaffled all the good stuff. But he seems 
exhilarated to be back, walking quickly down the street and 
pointing out the best foods like a kid in a toyshop. “Look 
at this – this is amazing,” he says every few steps. 

We follow with Lau, who has been in the restaurant business 
for more than a decade. “You can’t pick what you buy if you 
order from the suppliers – they give you what they choose,” he 
explains. “Sometimes when a customer thanks us for a good 
dish, I will be really satisfied, not just because I cooked it well 
but also because I handpicked the fresh ingredients myself.” 

Ahead of us, Sun has stopped at Wah Kee, one of the 
biggest vegetable retailers at the market. As well as the 
usual choi sum and pak choi, it sells all kinds of “foreign” 
vegetables including fennel and portobello mushrooms. “This 
shop knows that many chefs in SoHo and Lan Kwai shop here, 
and that many serve Western dishes,” Lau says. “So they 
know there is a demand for foreign vegetables.” Sun swoops 
on a treasure – fresh romaine lettuce. The two of them are 
soon picking through the leaves. We watch, forgotten. 

Hang on, haven’t they done their shopping already? 
Apparently they visit a couple of times a day. “We take 
turns,” Lau says. “Some come in the morning and others 
in the afternoon, as the stalls stock up twice a day. There 
might be fresh produce in the afternoon that you didn’t see »

Save the Market 
HK Magazine will continue campaigning 
to save the Graham and Peel 
streets market. You can join us! 

Write to letters@asia-city.com.
hk to show your support.  

Go to www.savethestreetmarket.
com to sign an online petition 
to support the market. 

Visit The High & Dry exhibition, 
running throughout September. 
Tue-Sat 10am-6pm, the Conservancy 
Association Centre For Heritage, 
Annex Block, 36A Western St.,  Sai 
Ying Pun, www.highanddry.com.hk.
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on your morning visit.” But if you’re late, all the hawkers can offer is a shrug. Next 
stop is a vegetable stall at the corner of Gage and Graham streets, with beautiful red 
tomatoes in one basket and potatoes in another. Every basket is labeled so you know 
the tomatoes are from Beijing and the potatoes are Idaho, the work of the stallholder, 
who gets up at 2am to buy the produce. “This is the best place for tomatoes,” Sun says. 
“Sometimes we buy a lot and they help us by keeping the stock and ripening it for us.”

And there lies the real appeal of the Graham Street market: fresh produce, reasonable 
prices and a little extra from the hawkers. The rapport between hawkers and chefs 
works both ways. Hawkers call the chefs when they find new or special vegetables at 
the distributors, and the chefs tell the hawkers how to cook unusual produce, so they 
can share the recipes with housewives who are intrigued by the new varieties. 

So what of the other local chefs? Next day, we return to the market with Tivo’s 
executive chef, Dick Wong. “Most of my ideas come from this market – I look at 
what looks good today and I think [a dish] through from there,” he says, eyes fixed 
on some cherries at a Gage Street stall. “You can’t just look at a price list, start 
imagining, and then come up with a menu, especially for a daily special.” 

One stall he finds particularly inspirational is Yiu Fat Seafood on Gage Street. 
It is the biggest and most popular in the wet market. Chefs, tai-tais and amahs 
all go there for fresh, reasonably priced seafood. Manager Mr. Wong likes to brag 
about how all the Central chefs buy from him. While he’s talking, chef Wong is 
examining the day’s offerings. His eyes light up as he spots some particularly tasty-
looking morsels. On the menu at Tivo that night? Prawns from Yiu Fat Seafood. 

And, word is, Bricolage 62 is doing something interesting with pomegranates.  ■

Market Forces   
So what exactly is the threat 
to the Graham Street market? 
In July, the URA announced 
a plan to redevelop the 
area surrounded by Gage, 
Wellington, Graham and Peel 
streets in Central, ripping 
down the old buildings and 
replacing them with a hotel, 
an office complex and two 
residential buildings. But they 
would not be redeveloping the market, 
they said later. By that, they meant 
just the street on which it stands: the 
buildings either side will go. 

The scheme was well received by 
local residents, who will get some 
long-promised compensation. But 
conservationists have been up in arms 
about what seems the inevitable 
destruction of our oldest street market, 
and started a campaign to save it (see 
box, p.20).

For the past 140 years, the market 
has been supplying local residents with 
fresh produce, and delighting tourists, 
who view it as a slice of “real” Hong 
Kong amid the skyscrapers. But with the 
surrounding infrastructure – including 
vital storage in neighboring buildings 
– due to be demolished, the market will 
no doubt be doomed. Who wants to buy 
fish in a construction site? And imagine 

a butcher stall in front of a luxury hotel. 
“Have you seen it done successfully 
anywhere else in this world?” asked a 
restaurateur.

At a recent URA consultation session, 
residents and conservationists battled 
it out – very politely. One architect 
criticized the plan to raze the area and 
rebuild. Similar wholesale demolition 
policies were abandoned decades ago 
by other big cities, such as New York, in 
favor of more sensitive redevelopments 
that preserve the character of a 
neighborhood.  

The URA is sticking to its line that the 
market will not be demolished, although 
they’ve yet to reveal exactly how this 
will be achieved. After the meeting, Kam 
Nai-wai, the Central and Western district 
councilor who heads the URA’s advisory 
panel on preserving the street market, 
said: “Honestly, I still don’t see how it 
can be done.”

Existing wet market


